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Rom an Ingarden's Com position o f Strata and Don Ihde’s 
Listening to Voices

The study interprets polyphony as a unifying concept in dis
covering overlapping horizons of different phenomenological 
approaches and shows polyphony as an investigative tool for 
developing new philosophical interpretations of complicated 
phenomena, in this case: (a) polyphonic composition of work of 
art in Ingardens phenomenological ontology, and (b) polyphony 
of listening in Ihde’s existential phenomenology. Phenomenology 
gives a possibility to view various modes of polyphony: ontologi
cal and acting, perceptual and thinkable, imaginative and real. In 
the current study Roman Ingarden’s polyphony of acting strata 
of the works of art and Don Ihde’s polyphony of “listening to” 
are viewed as two different kinds of the phenomenological ap
proach to polyphony. Ingarden considers that the functions of 
the individual strata participate in making not a monotonic but 
a polyphonic work of art (music, literature, architecture, film) 
where strata differ from each other by their individual formation 
and, acting together, form natural polyphonic unity of the work. 
In Don Ihde’s philosophy polyphony comprises a full range of 
inner and outer experience uniting voices of languages, imagi
nation, emotions and performative actions. The current study 
shows how these two phenomenological approaches constitute 
the different elements of polyphonic unities -  in Ingarden’s case, 
elements of polyphony are composed by various strata that form 
unity of work of art; in Ihde’s philosophy a polyphonic unity with
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the centre of listening is formed by existential and intersubjective 
qualities of experience.
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